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Figure 1: US election 2012, electoral college votes. Diffusion cartogram by Mark Newman (University of Michigan), square mosaic cartogram from Wikipedia, square and hexagonal mosaic cartograms computed by our algorithm.

Abstract

Cartograms visualize quantitative data about a set of regions such as countries or states. There are several different types of cartograms and – for some – algorithms to automatically construct them exist. We focus on mosaic cartograms: cartograms that use multiples of simple tiles – usually squares or hexagons – to represent regions. Mosaic cartograms communicate well data that consist of, or can be cast into, small integer units (for example, electoral college votes). In addition, they allow users to accurately compare regions and can often maintain a (schematized) version of the input regions’ shapes. We propose the first fully automated method to construct mosaic cartograms. To do so, we first introduce mosaic drawings of triangulated planar graphs. We then show how to modify mosaic drawings into mosaic cartograms with low cartographic error while maintaining correct adjacencies between regions. We validate our approach experimentally and compare to other cartogram methods.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Line and curve generation

1. Introduction

Thematic maps are an effective way to visualize attributes or concepts which are associated with geographic locations. There is a variety of thematic maps that depict quantitative data about a set of regions such as countries or states: choropleth maps, proportional symbols maps, necklace maps, flow maps, and cartograms. Quantitative geo-referenced data is nowadays globally available, and hence automated methods to create thematic maps and other geo-visualizations for this type of data become increasingly more important.

In this paper we focus on a specific type of cartogram which uses multiples of simple tiles – usually squares or hexagons – to represent regions. In absence of a dedicated name in the literature (they are usually referred to simply as cartograms or – wrongly – as rectangular cartograms), we call such cartograms mosaic cartograms. Cartograms show a data value per input region by scaling each region such that its area is proportional to its data value. Mosaic cartograms show data in multiples of tiles, hence the input data must consist of, or be cast into, small integer units.

Mosaic cartograms using squares have been popularized by the New York Times, usually in the context of the US elections, but also to show changing demographics ("The Changing Face of American Catholics" [NYT]). Mosaic cartograms using hexagons are less frequent, good examples are
the illustrations in the “Indices of Deprivation 2010” published by the Leicestershire County Council [Lei] and the UK census maps by Thomas and Dorling [TD04].

Quality criteria. There are several quality criteria for cartograms. One of the most important ones is the cartographic error [DCN85, EW97], which is defined for each region as \( |A_c - A_t| / A_c \), where \( A_c \) is the area of the region in the cartogram and \( A_t \) is the specified area depending on the data value to be shown. In a mosaic cartogram a region is represented by an edge-connected set of tiles, which we call a configuration. Each configuration must be simple, that is, contain no holes. The mosaic resolution measures the average number of tiles used per region. We consider the following quality criteria in this paper:

- Average and maximum cartographic error
- Correct adjacencies of configurations: two configurations are adjacent if and only if the corresponding input regions are adjacent
- Shape of the regions
- Relative positions of regions
- Mosaic resolution

It is generally challenging to simultaneously satisfy all criteria well. We decided to enforce correct adjacencies in our algorithm, that is, we produce only mosaic cartograms which have exactly the same configuration adjacencies as the corresponding regions of the input map. There is a clear trade-off between mosaic resolution and recognizability of the map. A low mosaic resolution, that is a small to medium number of tiles per region, allows users to explicitly count tiles and compare regions. A high mosaic resolution makes it easier to preserve shapes and relative positions, and to achieve zero cartographic error. Fortunately, our method is often able to create cartograms with low, or even zero, cartographic error for relatively low mosaic resolutions. We have to note, though, that some rounding error is implicit in our method: whenever the input data does not consist of small integers, it first needs to be converted.

Most handmade mosaic cartograms neither preserve the adjacencies of all input regions nor their shapes. A common semi-automated approach is to take a map or a contiguous area cartogram and to overlay it with a suitable grid. This requires a rather high mosaic resolution, since otherwise rounding errors will easily destroy or create adjacencies. Furthermore, mosaic cartograms created in this way usually do not have zero cartographic error.

Results and organization. We propose the first method to create mosaic cartograms fully automatically. Our cartograms have correct adjacencies, can achieve low mosaic resolution, low or zero cartographic error, and preserve shapes and relative positions of regions rather well. To compute our cartograms we introduce mosaic drawings of triangulated planar graphs (Section 3). To compute mosaic cartograms, we start with a mosaic drawing of the (augmented) dual of the input map. We then use an iterative method to grow (or shrink) the configurations according to the input data. While doing so, we maintain the correct adjacencies at all times. The details of our algorithm can be found in Section 4. In Section 5 we validate our approach experimentally using various data sets and maps, also in comparison with the currently best methods for contiguous area and rectangular cartograms. We conclude with a discussion of open problems in Section 6.

2. Related work

Cartograms. The most common cartograms are contiguous area cartograms. Here the regions are deformed in such a way that adjacencies are kept. Various methods to construct cartograms of this type have been proposed [DCN85, EW97, GN04, KNP04, KH98, Tob86]. Contiguous area cartograms perform well if the data values are positively correlated to the land areas of the input regions, but producing good cartograms if this is not the case remains a challenge.

A cartogram should convey the values per region, so the user should easily be able to estimate region sizes. The size of regions in contiguous area cartograms is generally hard to judge. To remedy this situation several types of cartograms depict regions using simple geometric shapes. Circular cartograms [Dor96] represent each region by a circle which is scaled such that its area is proportional to the data value. Similarly, rectangular cartograms [Rai34] represent each region by a rectangle. Demer cartograms use squares instead of circles. The shapes (circles, squares, or rectangles) are placed without overlap such that two shapes touch if the corresponding regions are adjacent. Relative positions between regions are preserved as well as possible. Circular and Demer cartograms remain a challenge to produce: the circles and squares are often placed via iterative methods and might be moved far from their original position and in arbitrary directions, making it difficult to find the circle (or square) of a particular region. Algorithms to construct rectangular cartograms [KS07, SvK06, BS11, BSV12] use graph-theoretic approaches to preserve adjacencies and relative positions. However, the rectangular shape imposes limitations on the possible layout. Therefore, other related approaches which loosen the adjacency requirements but keep some spatial proximity of the rectangles are rectangular map approximations [HKPS04] and spatial treemaps [WD08].

The rectangular shape is not very recognizable and furthermore, rectangular cartograms exist only for maps with a dual graph that does not contain separating 3-cycles (no countries with only three neighbors). Mumford et al. [dBMS09] hence initiated the study of rectilinear cartograms where each region is represented by a rectilinear polygon. They showed that for any triangulated planar graph and any set of positive input weights, a rectilinear cartogram of bounded complexity, with correct adjacencies and with zero cartographic error, exists. Alam et al. [ABF13] proved...
that complexity 8 (each region has at most 8 vertices) is sufficient. This bound is tight, since complexity 8 is necessary to represent every triangulated planar graph. Mumford et al. [dBMS10] also developed a practical method for rectilinear cartograms, the resulting maps use mostly rectangles and require only few shapes of higher complexity.

Hexagon mosaic maps, closely related in name to mosaic cartograms, are in fact a type of thematic map which uses (parts of) hexagonal tilings as an abstract thematic overlay to show broad patterns [COW92].

3. Mosaic Drawings

We define mosaic drawings for plane triangulated graphs, that is, planar graphs with a given embedding where every interior face is a triangle. Mosaic drawings are drawn on a tiling of the plane. Of particular interest are the uniform, and especially the regular tilings, although other types of tilings might also result in intriguing drawings. There are three types of regular tilings: the triangular, the square, and the hexagonal tiling. The triangular tiling uses two different rotations of the basic triangular shape and hence is visually a little more complex than the square or the hexagonal tiling.

We call a set of edge-connected tiles of a tiling \( T \) a configuration. We say that a configuration \( C \) is simple if the tiles in \( C \) are simply connected (\( C \) has no holes). Two configurations \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are adjacent if and only if there is at least one tile \( t_1 \in C_1 \) and at least one tile \( t_2 \in C_2 \) such that \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are edge-connected. A mosaic drawing \( D_T(G) \) of plane triangulated graph \( G = (V,E) \) on \( T \) represents every vertex \( v \in V \) by a simple configuration \( C(v) \) of edge-adjacent tiles from \( T \) in such a way that two vertices \( v \) and \( u \) of \( G \) are connected by an edge \( e = (v,u) \) if and only if the configurations \( C(v) \) and \( C(u) \) are adjacent. We say that a mosaic drawing is simple if the union of all configurations is simply connected, that is, the drawing has no holes (see Fig. 3). Mosaic drawings can be seen as a type of contact representation, since they do not draw edges explicitly, but imply them by the contact of the configurations. There is an extensive body of work on contact representations in the Graph Drawing community, surveying it here goes beyond the scope of this paper.

Square and hexagonal grids. To show that any plane triangulation has a simple mosaic drawing on a square and hexagonal tiling we use a method which is based on orderly spanning trees [CLL05] (see Fig. 2). Orderly spanning trees are spanning trees with certain desirable order relations between the nodes. Chiang et al. [CLL05] show how to compute a orderly spanning tree \( ST \) for a planar triangulation \( G \). They then construct a (vertical) visibility drawing for \( ST \), which is stretched into a 2-visibility drawing of \( G \). Finally they grow horizontal branches to fill up gaps. The result is a square mosaic drawing of \( G \). Since at most three regions meet at each intersection, we can directly sheaf the same drawing onto a hexagonal grid and so obtain a hexagonal mosaic drawing with the same complexity.

4. Computing Mosaic Cartograms

Our input is a map \( M \) represented as a planar subdivision and a graph \( G_M \) which is the (weak) dual of \( M \). We assume that...
$G_M$ is a planar triangulation, or otherwise simply triangulate $G_M$. Each vertex $v$ of $G_M$ has a positive weight $w(v)$ which corresponds to the data value that is to be represented in the cartogram. The face of $M$ associated with $v$ is denoted by $F(v)$. A mosaic cartogram for $G_M$ is a simple mosaic drawing of $G_M$ where each configuration $C(v)$ consists of exactly $w(v)$ tiles for each vertex $v \in V$.

The starting point for our approach is a simple mosaic drawing $D_T(G_M)$ for a given tiling $T$. The steps that follow transform $D_T(G_M)$ in such a way that the final result is still a simple mosaic drawing. In particular, every operation we execute guarantees that all adjacencies are maintained and all configurations remain connected (although they might sometimes contain holes at an intermediate step).

The transformation process has two main steps. First, given the initial mosaic drawing $D_T(G_M)$, we use an iterative method to grow (or shrink) the configurations in $D_T(G_M)$ according to the input data. While doing so, we maintain the correct adjacencies at all times. We use so-called guiding shapes – configurations which represent the desired final state of each configuration $C(v)$ – to slowly nudge each configuration towards the correct number of tiles and the correct shape. Second, we finalize the cartogram by correcting the size of each configuration while trying to preserve the previously computed shapes as much as possible.

begin MosaicCartograms
  Compute mosaic drawing $D_T(G_M)$ (Sect. 4.1)
  Move and reshape configurations (Sect. 4.2)
  Correct sizes of configurations (Sect. 4.3)
end

4.1. Compute mosaic drawing $D_T(G_M)$

We compute a simple mosaic drawing $D_T(G_M)$ of $G_M$ using the drawing algorithm based orderly spanning trees [CLL05]

![Figure 4: US: mosaic drawing based on Chiang et al. [CLL05] (left) and on Schnyder labeling (top right), area cartogram with 1 square $\approx 5000 \text{ km}^2$.](image)

![Figure 5: Guiding shapes for Italy with 20, 28 and 40 tiles.](image)

4.2. Move and reshape configurations

Guiding shapes. Given a vertex $v$ of $G_M$, a guiding shape $S(v)$ is a configuration that represents the desired final state of $C(v)$ (see Fig. 5). $S(v)$ has the exact number of tiles that must be in $C(v)$ and its outline resembles as much as possible the outline of $F(v)$. We compute guiding shapes as follows.

Let $a(T)$ be the area of each tile of $T$ and let $n_S(v)$ be the desired number of tiles for $S(v)$. We compute a guiding shape for $v$ by first scaling $F(v)$ so that its area becomes $a(T) \cdot n_S(v)$, which is the target area for $S(v)$. We denote the scaled shape by $F'(v)$. We overlay $F'(v)$ with the tiling and assign to $S(v)$ a set of $n_S(v)$ connected tiles which have the largest intersections with $F'(v)$. We observe that the exact placement of $F'(v)$ has an influence on the result, especially for low-resolution cartograms. Therefore, we repeat this procedure for several slightly translated copies of $F'(v)$ to obtain different candidates for $S(v)$. We then choose the one with minimum symmetric difference with respect to $F'(v)$.

Iteratively moving and reshaping. This iterative procedure gradually transforms the mosaic drawing seeking to minimize the symmetric difference between each configuration and its associated guiding shape.

begin MoveAndReshape ($D_T(G_M)$)
  while termination condition not reached do
    Transform configurations of $D_T(G_M)$
    Move guiding shapes
  end

Figure 6 illustrates the execution of the move and reshape algorithm. Each guiding shape $S(v)$ is placed on the grid in such a way that it contains at least one tile from configuration $C(v)$. The transformation step tries to assign the tiles
that connects any tile in $S(u)$ to any tile in $S(v)$ if $S(u) \cap \partial S(v) = \emptyset$, or 1 otherwise. The direction of the force follows the line that contains the barycenters of $S(u)$ and $S(v)$. Its intensity is given by $100 \cdot \text{distance}(S(u), S(v))$.

A pair of points $p(u)$ and $p(v)$ is affected by repulsion forces whenever there is an overlap between $S(u)$ and $S(v)$. Reversing the construction of the guiding shapes, each tile $t \in S(v)$ can be mapped to a point $q_v(t)$ in the input map $M$ (see Fig. 7). A tile $t$ which is contained in $S(u) \cap \partial S(v)$ is mapped to two different points $q_u(t)$ and $q_v(t)$. The relative position of $q_u(t)$ and $q_v(t)$ determines the direction of the repulsion force: $\sum_{t \in \text{tiles}} \sum_{v \in S(u) \cap \partial S(v)} \frac{q_u(t) - q_v(t)}{|r_u(t) - r_v(t)|}$. The intensity of the repulsion force that acts on $p(v)$ is given by $500 \cdot (1 + k_{uv})$ if $u$ and $v$ are adjacent in $G_M$, and $200 \cdot (1 + k_{uv})$ otherwise.

To avoid guiding shapes moving too far from their associated configurations, we stop the moving procedure as soon as the first guiding shapes move. Furthermore, to avoid convergence towards a bad position, we randomly change the position of every guiding shape $S(v)$ for which $\Delta_{\text{norm}}(v) \geq 1$ for more than 50 time intervals.

**Termination.** MoveAndReshape stops if the system converges to a rest point in which all forces are null. Since we

\[ q_v(t) \]

\[ q_u(t) \]

Figure 7: Tile $t$ is mapped to two points in the input map $M$ and the corresponding direction of the repulsion forces.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{begin} & \quad \text{ForceDirectedAlgorithm} \\
\text{while} & \quad \text{not all forces are null and} \\
\text{no guiding shapes have been moved} \quad \text{do} \\
\text{foreach} & \quad v \in G_M \quad \text{do} \\
\text{Compute} & \quad \vec{f}(v) \\
\text{Let} & \quad t \in T \quad \text{be the tile that contains } p(v) \\
\text{Let} & \quad t' \in T \quad \text{be the new tile that contains } p(v) \\
\text{if} & \quad t \neq t' \quad \text{then} \\
\text{Let} & \quad m \text{ be a translation that takes } t \text{ to } t' \\
\text{Apply} & \quad m \text{ to all tiles in } S(v) \\
\end{align*} \]
cannot guarantee convergence, we also set a maximum number of iterations after which the procedure is interrupted.

If the target mosaic resolution is high we run MOVEAND-RESHAPE several times with increasing mosaic resolution for the guiding shapes, using the result of the previous run as input for the next. We initially use guiding shapes with an average of 20 tiles per configuration and increase sizes by a factor of \( \sqrt{2} \) until the target resolution is reached.

### 4.3. Correct sizes of configurations

The previous step creates a mosaic drawing \( D_T(G_M) \) with correct adjacencies and configurations \( C(v) \) which are as good a match as possible with their guiding shapes \( S(v) \). We now show how to correct the size and shape of each configuration to obtain a simple mosaic cartoon with low or zero cartographic error. We say that a tile \( t \in T \) is a sea tile if it is not part of \( C(v) \) in \( D_T(G_M) \) for any \( v \in G_M \). All the other tiles are land tiles. We model the correction of configuration sizes as a Minimum Cost Flow Problem (MCFP) which pushes excess land tiles out towards the sea and pulls in extra sea tiles to grow configurations in need.

Let \( D = (N,A) \) be a directed graph in which each node \( i \in N \) has capacity \( u_i \) (the maximum amount of flow allowed through \( i \)) and supplies \( b_i \) units of flow to the network (if \( b_i \) is negative, it actually demands flow from the network). Each arc \( (i,j) \in A \) has capacity \( u_{ij} \) (the maximum amount of flow allowed through \( (i,j) \)) and cost \( c_{ij} \) (the cost per unit of flow on \( (i,j) \)). A land tile \( t \in C(v) \) is a boundary land tile if it has at least one neighbor \( t' \notin C(v) \). Similarly, a sea tile is a boundary sea tile if it has at least one neighbor which is a land tile. All other tiles are called inner tiles. The set of boundary tiles of a configuration \( C(v) \) is denoted by \( B(v) \).

The set of boundary sea tiles is denoted by \( B_{sea} \).

Each tile \( t \in T \) is represented by a node \( n_t \) in \( D \). Nodes that represent adjacent tiles are connected with incoming and outgoing arcs (see Fig. 8). Let \( s \in C(u) \) and \( t \in C(v) \) be two adjacent land tiles. A unit of flow from \( n_s \) to \( n_t \) represents the operation of adding tile \( s \) to \( C(v) \) and removing it from \( C(u) \). This is equivalent to performing the operation \( set(s,v) \) (see Sect. 4.2). If \( s \) is a land tile and \( t \) is a sea tile, adding \( s \) to the sea is the same as executing the operation \( unset(s) \).

If \( s \) and \( t \) belong to the same configuration, any flow between the corresponding vertices is irrelevant. That is, we do not need to represent inner tiles in \( D \). Moreover, since flow on an arc is analogous to the operations \( set \) and \( unset \), we add an arc to \( D \) only if the corresponding operation is valid. Finally, a tile \( t \) can be assigned only to one unique configuration. Thus, we allow at most one unit of flow through node \( n_t \) and any incident arcs also have a capacity of one.

We also add one supply node \( n_v \) per configuration \( C(v) \). This supply node encodes the amount of tiles to be added to or removed from \( C(v) \). Because of the capacity restrictions we impose on boundary nodes, it is possible that no feasible flow exists. Hence we add a “feasibility node” with infinite capacity and arcs with infinite cost to and from every other node. We can now describe all nodes and arcs of \( D \):

- **Boundary nodes**: a node \( n_t \) for each boundary tile \( t \) with capacity \( u_{b_t} = 1 \) and supply \( b_{b_t} = 0 \);
- **Supply nodes**: a node \( n_v \) for each vertex \( v \) of \( G_M \) and a node \( n_{sea} \) for the sea. All supply nodes have infinite capacity. Let \( nC(v) \) be the number of tiles in \( C(v) \) and \( nS(v) \) be the number of tiles in \( S(v) \). Given a vertex \( v \) of \( G_M \), the supply of \( n_v \) is \( b_{n_v} = nC(v) - nS(v) \). The supply of \( n_{sea} \) is \( b_{n_{sea}} = \sum_{v \in G_M} nS(v) - nC(v) \).
- **Feasibility node**: one node \( n_{feas} \) with infinite capacity and zero supply to guarantee that the instance will always have a feasible flow.

Given two boundary nodes \( n_s \) and \( n_t \), we add arcs \((n_s, n_t)\) and \((n_t, n_s)\) if and only if \( s \) and \( t \) are in the same configuration and if the corresponding \( set \) or \( unset \) operations are valid. Both arcs have capacity of one (costs are discussed below).

- Given a supply node \( n_v \) and a boundary node \( n_t \), we add arcs \((n_v, n_t)\) and \((n_t, n_v)\) if and only if \( t \in C(v) \). Both arcs have infinite capacity and zero cost.
- Given any node \( n \) of \( D \), we add arcs \((n, n_{feas})\) and \((n_{feas}, n)\), both with infinite capacity and infinite cost.

Since all arcs incident to \( n_{feas} \) have infinite cost, they will be used only as a last resort. But the capacity restrictions we impose on boundary nodes often force the use of some of these arcs. After solving the flow problem we execute the operations according to the flow on the arcs between boundary nodes. If the cartographic error is greater than zero, we rebuild the model with the modified drawing and repeat until
either we obtain a cartogram with zero cartographic error, or the flow model cannot make any more changes.

We want to prevent the model from deforming the shapes of the configurations. If we need to choose a tile \( t \) to be added to some configuration \( C(v) \), we would like to choose it such that \( t \in S(v) \) (or, if not possible, not too far from \( S(v) \)). Similarly, if we need to remove a tile \( t \) from \( C(v) \), we would like to choose one that is not contained in \( S(v) \) (or, if not possible, not too deep inside \( S(v) \)). Hence we assign costs to the arcs between boundary nodes to encourage this behavior. Specifically, for a tile \( t \notin S(v) \) and a guiding shape \( S(v) \), we define distance \((t, S(v))\) as the length of a shortest path in \( T \) from \( t \) to any tile of \( S(v) \). For \( t \in S(v) \), we define depth \((t, S(v))\) as the length of a shortest path in \( T \) from \( t \) to any tile \( t' \notin S(v) \). Let \( s \in C(u) \) and \( t \in C(v) \) be two adjacent boundary tiles. The cost of the arc \((u, v)\) is initially zero. If \( s \in S(u) \), we add depth \((s, S(u))\) to the cost, otherwise we subtract distance \((s, S(u))\). If \( t \in S(v) \), we subtract depth \((t, S(v))\) from the cost, otherwise we add distance \((t, S(v))\).

5. Experimental Evaluation

In this section we discuss the results of our algorithm, also in comparison with other types of cartograms. We created a proof-of-concept implementation in Java. Computing the small cartograms takes less than a minute, the larger, high resolution ones, take 10-15 min.

The mosaic resolution has a clear influence on the look & feel of the cartograms. In Fig. 9 we show three hexagonal mosaic cartograms of the population of continental Europe (including the European parts of Russia). The leftmost cartogram has the lowest possible resolution to include all countries. It is rather schematic and the shapes of small countries are not recognizable. As the resolution increases, all shapes improve. However, individual hexagons are not identifiable (let alone countable) in the highest resolution cartogram. The middle realizes a reasonable trade-off between shape and resolution. In the limit – if the mosaic resolution tends to infinity – mosaic cartograms essentially turn into contiguous area cartograms.

Our algorithm often produces mosaic cartograms with zero cartographic error even for low mosaic resolutions. Of course it is interesting to see how low we can go. In Fig. 10 we show three hexagonal mosaic cartograms of the area of the contiguous United States. The top figure is the smallest resolution we can use without losing the smallest state. Since the East Coast contains many of the smallest states, we remove standard federal regions I—IV. Now Indiana is the smallest state. If we use 1 hexagon for Indiana, then our algorithm is not able to solve without error. In particular, in Fig. 10 bottom right all adjacencies are still correct, but 4 hexagons are allocated incorrectly. Both Oregon and Montana would like an extra hexagon, and Oklahoma and Missouri would like one hexagon less. If we give 2 hexagons to Indiana, then our algorithm finds a solution without error.

Table 1 lists the results of a quantitative comparison of our mosaic cartograms with the currently best methods for con-

Figure 9: Continental Europe population in 2010: 1 hexagon per 2 million, 377 hexagons (left), 1 hexagon per 500,000, 1529 hexagons (middle), 1 hexagon per 125,000, 5971 hexagons (right).

Figure 10: US area. All contiguous states, 1 hexagon \( \approx \) Rhode Island \( \approx 4001 \text{ km}^2 \), 1928 hexagons (top), all contiguous states with standard federal regions I—IV removed, 2 resp. 1 hexagons \( \approx \) Indiana \( \approx 94326 \text{ km}^2 \), 130 and 64 hexagons (bottom). Cut line indicated in top figure.
Figure 11: US Starbucks locations in 2009. Diffusion cartogram using the method from [GN04], hexagonal mosaic map with 1 hexagon per location (bottom).

Table 1: Average cartographic error, maximum cartographic error, average symmetric difference and mosaic resolution for contiguous area [GN04] and rectangular cartograms [BSV12]. The data sets are a subset of those used in [BSV12] ( [CIA] and [USA]) and showcase a variety of simple and hard instances. To be consistent with the rectangular cartogram method we represent each region by on contiguous shape, even if it is in fact the union of several disjoint shapes (Michigan or Greece). All three methods keep correct adjacencies. For contiguous area cartograms we measure the quality of shape by computing the average symmetric difference of the (scaled) original regions and the corresponding regions in the cartogram. For mosaic cartograms we measure the average symmetric difference between configurations and their guiding shapes.

Contiguous area cartograms computed with the diffusion method can have very high cartographic error in certain regions and also show a high symmetric difference. The mosaic cartograms were computed with a low mosaic resolution. Hence small regions can create a large cartographic error, for example, by using two instead of one hexagon. Hence we included in brackets the maximum number of “misplaced” hexagons for the worst region (under the maximum), and the total number of “misplaced” hexagons divided by the total number of hexagons (under the averages).

We excluded rectilinear cartograms from the comparison in Table 1. Rectilinear cartogram always have correct adjacencies and zero cartographic error. Furthermore, it is unclear how to measure the quality of the region shapes, given that the rectilinear cartograms use mostly rectangles, with some thin connectors to guarantee correct adjacencies. In Fig. 12 we show the same data sets in all four methods to allow for visual comparison.
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Fig. 11 visually compares contiguous area and mosaic cartograms on a challenging data set, namely the number of Starbucks locations in the US in 2009. The contiguous area cartogram exhibits the characteristic bulby and spiky artifacts of the diffusion method, whereas the mosaic cartogram has many well-shaped regions. However, to preserve correct adjacencies, some regions in the mosaic cartogram have to grow tentacles (Oregon), while others are separated by thin channels (Texas and Arizona). Some of the smaller regions also essentially turn into thin, hardly recognizable “snakes”. The diffusion cartogram has average cartographic error 0.17 (with the incredibly high maximum of 2.18 in Vermont) and average symmetric difference 72.93% (with maximum 193.38%). The mosaic cartogram uses 8080 tiles and has zero cartographic error, with an average symmetric difference of 47% (with maximum 145%).

6. Discussion and Future Work

In many cases our method performs well: the cartographic error in many cases is zero or very low and the shapes of regions are close to their original shapes. However, in cases in which shapes need to drastically change to achieve low cartographic error, the method still shows some undesirable behavior. Firstly, in some cases the guiding shapes seem too rigid. For instance in cartograms showing the states of the US the costal states typically have to be enlarged relative to the other states. Our current guiding shapes aim to achieve this by moving these states but keeping their shape fixed. It would, however, seem the better option to allow some non-uniform scaling in these cases. For instance, in Figures 11 and 12 ‘fattening’ California would provide the necessary space to place Oregon and Washington north of California. Secondly, the last step of the algorithm is intended make minor corrections to the sizes of configurations, and can result in long, thin extensions of regions if larger corrections are necessary. This problem in particular occurs if the mosaic resolution is high, and therefore many small mosaics need to be transferred in this step. This can be seen in Figure 11 where several of the smaller regions have long thin extensions to guarantee correct adjacencies. While we hope that this could be improved by less rigid guiding shapes, this seems a rather challenging problem. Note that the diffusion method shows the same issue: For instance, New Mexico (NM) connects to Utah (UT) and Oklahoma (OK) via narrow (essentially, zero-width) corridors. In a mosaic cartogram, however, any such corridor will have at least the width of the tiles, which gives more visual emphasis to this issue.

Overall our method relies on a good result from the iterative moving and reshaping. Since for some data sets using congruent copies of the regions seems too restricted, a crucial question is which deformations are most suitable to add the necessary flexibility, while still maintaining the shape well. Ultimately, the readability of all cartogram methods and the influence of the shape of the regions should be evaluated in an extensive user study.

An obvious direction for future work are other types of tilings, most notably the triangular tiling. Our method in principle extends to any uniform tiling, however, one first has to prove similar results for the existence of mosaic drawings on these tilings. It would also be interesting to develop a method suitable for morphs between different data sets. We cannot simply use our current method with one cartogram as the input for the other, since our guiding shapes move rather abruptly, tearing holes into the intermittent drawings. This behavior is necessary to avoid local minima, but is completely unsuitable for smooth morphs.
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